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Abstract
The ultimatum game measures cooperative tendencies in humans under experimental conditions. One individual can split money between
oneself and another, while the other has the option of accepting or rejecting the offer, with each player receiving the accepted split or nothing
if the split is rejected. We studied the association of players’ degree of symmetry [fluctuating asymmetry (FA)] with behavior in the
ultimatum game. Symmetrical males were expected to be less cooperative and, thus, make lower offers (while being more likely to reject
unfair offers). In a population of young adult Jamaicans, who are well-characterized for bodily symmetry, we found that symmetrical males
made significantly lower offers than asymmetrical ones ( p b .001), but found no effect on rejection rates (perhaps due to a very small sample
size). No significant association of symmetry and game playing was found in women, but women with a higher body mass index made less
generous offers ( p b .05).
D 2007 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
The ultimatum game is an experimental tool for
measuring cooperation between two individuals (Camerer,
2003; Guth & Schmittberger, 1982). It is simple, grants real
monetary rewards, and can be applied crossculturally. The
game is often played a single time by a proposer and a
responder. The proposer is given an amount of money to
split with another—usually anonymous—individual. The
proposer proposes a split, and if the responder accepts the
offer, the two split the money accordingly. If Player 2 rejects
it, neither player receives any money. There is no further
interaction between the two individuals. Responders should
be happy with whatever they are given as long as it is not
zero, and so proposers are expected to make very low offers
and keep a large portion of the money. But this is not what
research shows. Offer modes and medians are 40–50% of
the endowment, offer means are 30–40%, and offers below
20% are usually rejected even when this amounts to the loss
of half a day’s pay (Camerer, 2003).
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In most research studies, the game is played anonymously, which is a useful device for excluding the effects of
previous and subsequent interactions. Some researchers
assume that behavior displayed in these games evolved to fit
one-shot, anonymous interactions, even though these are
without any other benefit to inclusive fitness, including later
return effects (Fehr & Henrich, 2003; Gintis, Bowles, Boyd,
& Ferh, 2003). We shall return to this view later. Our own
view is that the ultimatum game measures individuals’
implicit cooperative and punitive tendencies, as well as their
sense of injustice (hence rejection of low offers)—all
selected to function in a world of repeated interactions.
The nonexperimental world is a world in which repeat
interactions are, with rare exceptions, the norm (Trivers,
2004). An unfair action can, in principle, be immediately
countered with physical or verbal attack and—on the
somewhat longer term—immediate cessation of any cooperative or altruistic acts. So it would be surprising if the
behavior uncovered in one-shot anonymous encounters
(in which there is no chance of repeat interactions) were
to have evolved to function only in precisely this very
rare circumstance.
In either case, it is of interest to know whether individual
variables are associated with variations in behavior in such
games, and we chose to see whether an important measure of
biological quality—an individual’s degree of fluctuating
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asymmetry (FA)—had any effect on an individual’s behavior
in the ultimatum game. That is, what is the effect of a
proposer’s FA on the size of offers made, and what is the
effect of a responders’ FA on offer values that are rejected?
FA is a widely used measure of biological quality
because it measures an important underlying variable, the
degree of developmental stability, which is an organism’s
ability to reach an adaptive end point despite ontogenetic
perturbations (Moller, 2006; Moller & Swaddle, 1997;
Polak, 2003). The more symmetrical an individual is (low
FA), the better is the rest of one’s phenotype. Symmetry has
strong positive associations with ability to cope with a wide
range of developmental stressors, with resistance to parasites, immune strength, ability to escape predators, speed,
strength, and mental acuity. Not surprisingly, low FA
(symmetry) has a strong positive effect on attractiveness
in a wide range of species, including humans. These
correlations suggest that the individual may be able to
functionally adapt to one’s own degree of FA. We were
curious to know whether such effects might be uncovered
by using the ultimatum game on a population of 13- to
20-year-old Jamaicans who were well characterized for the
degree of bodily FA in both 1996 and 2002 (Trivers,
Manning, Thornhill, Singh, & McGuire, 1999).
We predicted that more symmetrical men would be more
likely to make small offers (and, in turn, reject relatively
larger ones) because their superior phenotypic quality
increases their ability to gain access to resources anyway
(without cooperation), eg, via physical aggression. Put
another way, we expect more asymmetrical men to benefit
relatively more from cooperative interactions and, therefore, to make more generous offers (in order to induce a
more cooperative relationship with the other party). This
assumes that people act in the ultimatum game as if they
were embedded in a world of repeated interactions
(Burnham & Johnson, 2006; Hagen & Hammerstein,
2005; Trivers, 2004, 2005).
Symmetrical men (but not women) are more likely to
participate in fights, to start them, and to have a high
opinion of their ability to win fights (self-reports: Furlow,
Gangestad, & Armijo-Prewitt, 1998). Symmetry is also
positively associated with aggression in boys (but not girls),
using a paper-and-pencil test of aggressive tendencies
(Manning & Wood, 1998) or teachers’ records of actual
aggression in Jamaica (Trivers, unpublished data). This bias
makes sense if, as expected, more symmetrical males (low
FA) are more likely (via their superior phenotype) to win
fights. This has been shown in insects (Thornhill, 1992) and
crabs (Sneddon & Swaddle, 1999), but not in birds (Dufour
& Weatherhead, 1998; Swaddle & Witter, 1995). Aggression may permit a male to seize resources from another
without offering any cooperative benefit in return.
More recently, Takahashi, Yamagishi, Tanida, Kiyonari,
and Kanazawa (2006) have shown that in four other
economic games, male defectors are judged (from photos)
to be physically more attractive than male cooperators,

while no such effect is found in females. They propose that
physically attractive men are able to turn this attractiveness
into reproductive opportunities with low parental investment
(requiring little cooperation), while unattractive males will
achieve their reproductive success via parental investment,
for which cooperation with others is important. Hence, the
latter will be more cooperative than the former. Since lowFA individuals (of both sexes) are consistently viewed as
more attractive than high-FA individuals (Brown et al.,
2005; Gangestad, Thornhill, & Yeo, 1994; Hughes, Harrison, & Gallup, 2002; Thornhill & Gangestad, 1999), their
argument gives predictions congruent to our own.
It is unclear whether superior phenotypic quality in
females translates into superior access to resources. Certainly
there is no evidence that low-FA females are more
aggressive. Nor is it obvious that greater physical attractiveness would make cooperation less important in women.
Since no predictions were obvious for women, none
was made.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
One hundred fifty-three Jamaican young adults (84 males
and 69 females; mean age = 15.93 years; S.D. = 1.67;
mode =15; range =13–20) from the Southfield district of
St. Elizabeth parish participated in the ultimatum game
study in March 2004. Participants were members of the
Jamaican Symmetry Project, which is a long-term study of
FA in rural Jamaican children (Trivers et al., 1999).
2.2. Morphometric measurement
Morphometric measurements were collected in 1996 and
2002 (wrists, ankles, elbows, third digit, fourth digit, fifth
digit, and feet) with vernier calipers (0.01 mm accuracy).
Digits were measured from the basal crease on the ventral
surface of the hand up to the tip of the digit. To establish
repeatability levels, each trait was measured twice and then
averaged (Trivers et al., 1999). Bilateral trait measurements
were found to be reliable indicators of between-subject
differences and to reflect true FA rather than biologically
significant directional asymmetry. Relative composite FA
was calculated by subtracting the length of the right side of
the trait from the left (L–R) corrected for trait size (Palmer
& Strobeck, 1986) summed the absolute values across all
traits. FA in 1996 strongly predicts FA in 2002 ( p b.0001;
r 2 =.16).
There were 112 children missing at Time 2 of the current
study (39%). Ignoring missing values can yield biased
estimates and inferences (Engels & Diehr, 2003; Jones,
1996; Laird, 1988). Missing values for 2002 were replaced
by the average of two missing value replacement methodologies: Last Observation Carried Forward (LOCF) and
Expectation Maximization (EM). These methods are accepted for missing value replacement in longitudinal studies
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when data are missing randomly (EM preferred; Enders,
2001) or nonrandomly (LOCF preferred; Engels & Diehr,
2003). It appears that data in the Jamaican Symmetry
Project are missing at random. Specifically no variable was
associated with bmissingnessQ at Time 2. Importantly, FA in
1996 was not related to whether an individual had missing
FA data in 2002 (r = .04, p =.50). Since we cannot rule out
nonrandom missing values due to unmeasured factors, both
EM and LOCF methods were used in the current study.
After missing values had been replaced, the sum for all trait
averages was calculated to yield a composite FA measure
between the two time periods. BMI in 1996 strongly
predicts BMI in 2002 ( p b.0001; r 2 =.46).
Height and weight measurements were used to calculate
body mass index (BMI) and then averaged across 1996 and
2002 for inclusion as a covariate in the models as body size
correlated with FA (Manning, 1995; Trivers et al., 1999).
BMI was square root transformed due to a slight positive
skew in distribution. BMI in 1996 strongly predicts BMI in
2002 (pb.0001; r 2=.46).
Friendliness was measured in 2000 by collecting peer
ratings of friendliness. All subjects rated photographs of
their peers for degree of bfriendlinessQ on a Likert scale
ranging from 1 (very unfriendly) to 5 (very friendly).
Friendliness was included in this study to determine whether
individual differences in this variable are positively related
to ultimatum game offers. In addition, we wanted to assess
the independent association between FA and offers when
sociability was held constant.
2.3. The ultimatum game
Each participant played two ultimatum games, one as a
proposer and another as a responder, with approximately
half-an-hour delay between the two games, during which
participants were engaged in other research. The games
were played anonymously, and the players were matched
randomly. Subjects were told that they could be matched
with any of their peers, whether male or female. The players
were asked to split 1000 Jamaican dollars (US$16),
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equivalent to about 2 days of wages at the low end of the
scale. Game instructions assured subjects that they would be
collecting their share in real money at the end of the games,
as indeed they did.
2.4. Data analyses
Data were analyzed using SPSS version 13. The primary
hypothesis was tested using simultaneous multiple regression in which offers in the ultimatum game were regressed
on background variables (i.e., age, sex, mean BMI over the
6-year period, and friendliness scores) and composite
relative FA. We used this analytic method to test whether
FA correlated with ultimatum game offers independent of
background variables included in the model. To test whether
the effects of FA were equivalent across the sexes, we added
a Sex by FA interaction term to the model. The interaction
term was formed so that sex was multiplied by the FA of the
player (Aiken & West, 1991; Jaccard & Turrisi, 2003).

3. Results
3.1. Descriptive statistics
In this sample, the mean offer was 341.91 (out of 1000)
Jamaican dollars (S.D. = 168.62). Due to a negative skew in
offers, reflected data were square root transformed and then
reflected back to meet the assumption of normality. The
modal offer was a 50:50 split (n = 49). Out of the 153 games
played, there were 15 rejections. Offers rejected ranged
from 0 to 300 Jamaican dollars. Friendliness differed
between the sexes, whereby females were friendlier than
males [t(108) =4.62, p b.001]. Due to this baseline sex
difference, friendliness was included as a covariate. No
other sex differences were found among study variables.
3.2. FA and ultimatum game offers
The squared multiple correlation for the entire model was
0.31, which was statistically significant [ F(7,77) =4.40,
p b .01; Table 1]. The standardized regression coefficient for

Table 1
Raw standardized coefficients, t values, and Br 2 values from standard regression in which an ultimatum game offer was regressed on age, BMI, FA of the
player, sex interaction terms for FA, and BMI of the player for male-versus-female main effect models
Ultimatum game offer (male offer model)

Ultimatum game offer (female offer model)
B
Age
Sex
BMI
BMISex
FA
FASex
Friendliness
Constant

S.E. B
0.09
1.77
0.06
0.04
0.69
8.62
0.11
2.70

0.07
1.11
0.03
0.05
3.14
3.66
0.11
1.02

b

Br

t
0.26
1.35
0.26
0.55
0.04
1.03
0.12
–

1.22
1.60
2.124
0.78
0.22
2.354
1.04
2.654

bFemale offer modelQ sex was dummy coded such that 0 = female and 1 = male.
bMale offer modelQ sex was dummy coded such that 0 = male and 1 = female.
Both models: R 2 = .31, p b .001, F(7,77) 4.40.
4 p b .05.
44 p b .01.

2

B

S.E. B

b

t

Br 2

.02
.04
.06
.01
.00
.07
.02
–

–
–

–
–
0.04
–
1.95
–
–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–
.00
–
.25
–
–
–

0.02
–
9.31
–
–
–

0.09
–

0.49
–

0.59
–
–
–

4.7644
–
–
–
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Fig. 1. Male FA and ultimatum game offers. Partial regression plot
(age, body size, and friendliness entered as covariates) depicting a
positive relationship between a male player’s composite relative FA and
higher offers in the ultimatum game. Residual ultimatum game
offer = 2.70 + 9.31residual male FA.

male FA (0.59) was the association between male FA and
offers. FA had a significant positive effect on the size of
offer in males (t = 4.76, p b .001). The squared semipartial
positive correlation between FA and offers was 0.25,
indicating that changes in male FA accounted for 25% of
the variance in ultimatum game offers (Fig. 1).
An unexpected association was uncovered in young
women. Female BMI negatively correlated with ultimatum
game offers (standardized regression coefficient = 0.26,
t = 2.12, p b .05), accounting for 6% of offers in the
ultimatum game (Table 1). However, male BMI was not
related to offers (semipartial r 2 =.00, p = .59). In other
words, women who were larger for their height made lower
offers. Neither female FA nor any other variable was related
to offers (all ts b 1.61; all ps N.07) (Table 1).
3.3. FA and ultimatum rejections
Very few individuals rejected offers (n = 15; i.e., b 10%)
and so a parametric statistical model cannot be conducted to
test whether FA correlated with the amount rejected. We ran
Spearman rank correlations, but FA was not significantly
related to the amount rejected (Spearman r = .07, p N .05).

4. Discussion
It has been argued that variations in economic experimental behavior within and across groups cannot be
explained in terms of individual variables (Henrich et al.,
2005), but rather they should be explained in terms of
cultural and economic institutions and local notions of
fairness (Henrich et al., 2001, 2005). We join previous
research in showing that individual characteristics can bias
behavior in economic games. Among traits that had effects
on behavior in the ultimatum game were age (Hoffmann
Tee, 2006; Murnighan & Saxon, 1998), race (Eckel &
Grossman, 2002), 2:4 digit ratio (van den Bergh & Dewitte,
2006), and testosterone levels (Burnham & Johnson, 2006).

While previous work found no effect on offers of (selfevaluated) attractiveness (Solnick & Schweitzer, 1999),
male attractiveness (as evaluated by others) has recently
been shown to be (negatively) associated with cooperative tendencies in four other economic games (Takahashi
et al., 2006).
Our results are the first to find a significant difference
between the sexes in the ultimatum game, not as independent variables themselves but in their interaction with an
individual’s degree of FA. Previous studies failed to show a
difference between the sexes on average offer values in the
ultimatum game (Eckel & Grossman, 2002; Solnick, 2001).
As we predicted, males with low FA make lower offers
than males with high FA, but no association was observed
in females.
Males appear to adopt different strategies depending on
their phenotypic quality. Given their superior ability in
obtaining resources, especially in situations involving
aggression, low-FA males do not have to be, nor appear
to be, as cooperative as higher-FA males. Alternatively, as
Takahashi et al. (2006) suggest, being less attractive, highFA males may be oriented toward long-term relationships
with high paternal investment, which benefit preferentially
from cooperative relationships with both sexes.
The two sexes appear to develop different strategies in
response to an important biological trait. We suggest that the
strategy shift revealed in a one-trial ultimatum game is the
result of an underlying long-term strategy. Because a
relatively generous offer may be the first in a series of
reciprocal cooperative exchanges, those more likely to
benefit from such exchanges act more generously on the
first move.
An alternate explanation would posit that what we are
observing is a tendency towards bstrong reciprocityQ varying
with FA, where the latter is an entity imagined to be favored
by group selection to function precisely in anonymous
single-shot encounters with no reverberating effects (Gintis
et al., 2003). Perhaps one can argue that it is better for the
group if low-FA individuals have their natural superiority in
expected reproductive success augmented by relatively
unfair exchanges in their own favor. But as Burnham and
Johnson (2006) point out, all failures to cooperate in the
ultimatum game are disadvantageous to the group (since no
one gains any resources), so it remains obscure how one
would interpret behavior in this game on the assumption that
it evolved to fit anonymous, one-shot encounters.
It would be interesting to run ultimatum games in which
the sex of the responder (or of the proposer) is revealed to
the other. Do high-FA males still make more generous
offers when sex and the FA of their partner are revealed?
Likewise, it would be interesting to see how FA affects
behavior in other economic games, such as the public
goods game. Experiments along these lines are now
underway in Lebanon and Jamaica. Finally, it would be
useful to have simultaneous measures of physical attractiveness, aggression, and FA on the same sample in the
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ultimatum game so as to differentiate alternative hypotheses
for the effects observed.
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